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Diffusion of Innovation Assessment of Adoption of the Dry Port Concept

Violeta Roso\textsuperscript{a}, Dawn Russell\textsuperscript{b}, Dawna Rhoades\textsuperscript{c}

Dry ports, when implemented effectively, reduce seaport congestion, improve seaport throughput and, due to the movement of containers from road to rail, reduce harmful emissions. This study investigates the implementation of dry ports at five U.S. seaports, which is then analysed considering the diffusion of innovation attributes. Data for the study was collected through face-to-face interviews at US East Coast seaports of Miami, Everglades, Jacksonville, Savannah and Charleston. To ensure validity, the triangulation of data sources was performed; i.e. a number of secondary sources were used, such as reports, internal and external documents, as well as site visits to the facilities. Three components have been recognized as key to the successful dry port concept: on/near-dock rail, reliable inland rail connection and a functional inland intermodal facility. These three components have a diverse group of stakeholders, many of whom are unknown to one another; however, when coordinated, they create the innovation of the dry port concept. If the attributes of successful innovations are understood, with respect to their influence specifically on dry ports, then they can be managed to contribute to the successful implementation of dry ports. The novelty of the research lies in its approach of using the diffusion of innovation attributes that have been historically proven to impact the adoption rates of innovations to provide insight into the adoption of the dry port concept.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept and the reality of dry ports have evolved in the past decade in response to growing global trade and the resultant increased demand for port logistics services. Dry ports have been established to reduce seaport congestion and improve throughput rates (e.g. Roso, 2007; Hanaoka and Regmi; 2011). When used in conjunction with on-dock rail, dry ports also reduce the negative effects on the environment because the containers are moved directly from road to rail, reducing harmful emissions from motor carrier vehicles (Roso, 2007; Henttu and Hilmola, 2011, Khaslavskaya and Roso, 2019).

One contributor to the growing demand for port logistics services in the U.S. is the Panama Canal expansion, which, in June 2016, began allowing vessels as large as 14,000 TEUs to traverse the canal and reach the East Coast of the U.S. directly, bypassing the heretofore heavily used land bridge option of entering the U.S. via LA/Long Beach ports and using rail to reach the densely populated markets of the U.S. East Coast. This creates significant opportunity and challenges for seaports on the U.S. East
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Coast, such as the seaports of Miami, Everglades, Jacksonville, Savannah, and Charleston. While larger vessels help carriers to reduce voyage cost, these savings are increasingly outweighed by higher port and landside costs (WCN, 2016a). Ports spend heavily on projects aiming to handle large vessels, with little guarantee of a return on their investments. There is fear that every region will likely see the number of ports reduced to just a few larger transshipment hubs, which will trigger "fantastic" competition between them. The challenge facing these ports is to increase their capacity and improve their inland access via dry ports to meet the new demand.

The term dry port in this study is used to refer to an inland intermodal terminal directly connected to seaport(s) by rail, where customers can leave/pick up their standardized units, as if directly at/from the seaport (Roso et al, 2009). Three components have been recognized as key to the successful dry port concept: (1) on-dock rail, (2) reliable inland connection and (3) a functional inland intermodal facility (Black et al, 2013, Roso et al 2009). These three components, taken together, make-up the innovation of the dry port concept (Roso et al, 2009). The concept has the potential to generate benefits for the ecological environment and the quality of life of residents by shifting freight routes from road to rail (Black et al, 2018; Roso et al, 2009). It mainly offers seaports the possibility to secure a market in the hinterland and increase the throughput without physical port expansion (Black et al, 2018). In this scenario, seaport cities and the seaports themselves benefit from less road congestion and a reduced need for infrastructure investment. Increasing seaport capacity without improving inland access leads to supply chain bottlenecks inland. With a growing demand for containerized freight transportation, efficiency of rail and flexibility of road are increasingly needed for inland access to and from the seaports.

The dry port concept involves an eclectic group of stakeholders, many of whom are unknown to one another. It is a challenge, when adopting the dry port concept, to create understanding and motivation across all stakeholders, regardless of their position in the inland access transport system. However, this challenge must be overcome to achieve the capacity growth and operational efficiency promised by dry ports that operate effectively in conjunction with their partner seaports.

Accordingly, the study investigates the influences on the adoption of dry ports through the lens of diffusion of innovation. The real innovation of the dry port are the three dry port components working together as a single innovation, i.e., (1) on-dock rail, (2) reliable inland connection and (3) a functional inland intermodal facility working in a coordinated fashion as one innovation. If the influences on adoption can be understood, with respect to the three components working together, then the proven diffusion attributes can be managed to improve adoption rates, positively affecting port throughput, congestion and environmental impact.

The research questions in this study are:

- How does the diffusion of innovation attributes affect the adoption of dry ports?
- What are the challenges of diffusion of this dry port innovation?

In pursuit of these research questions, the remainder of this paper includes an explanation of the competitive importance of the dry port concept in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the port attributes of the five U.S. East Coast ports explored in this study: Miami, Everglades, Jacksonville, Savannah and Charleston. Section 4 of this paper explains the research approach and the diffusion of innovation, and presents the influence of diffusion attributes on our dry port concept of study. Section 5 presents our findings, including a theoretical diffusion model of dry ports, which details the specific impact of attributes on the three dry port components: (1) on-dock rail, (2) reliable rail connection and (3) a functional inland intermodal facility. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions, including contributions to research and managerial implications.

2. COMPETITIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE DRY PORT CONCEPT

Growth in ocean container freight traffic manifests itself in increased container port traffic volumes and demand for port services that require seaports to expand not only the capacity, but also the functionality of their services. However, due to the constrained supply of land available for seaport expansion, congestion, notably at major container ports, has intensified. With growing container transports, the efficiency of rail and the flexibility of road are increasingly needed for inland access to and from the ports. Competition requires ports to focus on their inland access (Roso et al, 2015; Rodrigue et al, 2010), on the demand for services in their traditional hinterland (Bask et al, 2014, Andersson and Roso, 2016), as well as on the development in areas outside their immediate market (Rodrigue et al, 2010). Many container ports around the world are implementing and developing dry ports, i.e. inland intermodal terminals directly connected to seaport(s) by rail, where customers can leave/pick up their standardized units, as if directly at/from the seaport (Roso et al, 2009). One of the aims of dry port implementation is to improve seaport inland access to increase competitive advantage, terminal capacity and consequently productivity. Such developments have been observed in China (Beresford et al., 2012), Australia and New Zealand (Roso, 2013; Black et al, 2018), India (Ng and Gujar, 2009), the United States (Rodrigue et al, 2010, Roso et al, 2015), Asia (Hanaoka and Regmi, 2011; Black et al, 2013), Russia (Korovyyakovskiy and Panova, 2011), and Europe (Flämig and Hesse, 2011; Henttu and Hilmola, 2011; Monios, 2011, Bask et al, 2014, Khaslavskaya and Roso, 2019). To meet the increased demand on the East Coast due to the Panama...
Canal expansion, some of the seaports are extending their docks and acquiring new equipment to handle larger vessels. However, increasing capacity only at the seaport entry point, without improvements in inland connections, is insufficient for the proper functioning of the entire container transport chain. Hinterland connections beyond the seaport, where congested roads and inadequate connections cause delays and raise transportation costs, could well be the weakest link in the transportation chain of seaports experiencing this exponential increase in demand. To gain competitive advantage, seaports need to focus on their inland access, on the demand for services in their traditional hinterland, as well as on the development in areas outside their immediate market. One strategic approach to resolving economic and environmental issues is the expansion of intermodal (road and rail) transport through dry ports/inland ports.

Sustainable inland access is a key element in maintaining competitive seaport capacity and operational efficiency levels. Seaports have replaced their earlier narrow focus on cargo handling with a wide range of logistic activities, giving them a more active role of offering door-to-door rather than port-to-port transport solutions (Paixão and Marlow, 2003). This trend has expanded the seaports’ hinterland, creating a competition between neighboring seaports. That competition requires the seaports to focus not only on improvements within the seaport area but also on their inland access via functional inland intermodal terminals. Although inland intermodal terminals connected to seaports by rail have emerged around the world, there is no definitive consensus on which term to use; terms such as dry port are being advocated by some researchers (Rodrigue et al, 2010). The term dry port in this study refers to an inland intermodal terminal directly connected to seaport(s) by rail, where customers can leave/pick up their standardized units, as if directly at/from the seaport (Roso et al, 2009). Dry ports act as seaports’inland interface, offering services such as transshipment, value-added services such as storage, consolidation, depot, track and trace, container maintenance, and customs clearance that are usually available at seaports (Roso et al, 2009). As such, the concept emphasizes a higher level of integration with seaports. Port related transport processes along the transport chain should be seamless and the idea behind the dry port concept is to facilitate smooth transport flow (Roso and Rosa, 2012). In other words, the flow should not stop in the nodes; all node activities should be part of a seamless transport flow.

According to Roso (2013), dry port implementation brings competitive advantage to the seaport since it might expand the seaport’s hinterland by improving the seaport’s access to areas outside its traditional hinterland. Dry port implementation is not the only factor in relieving seaport congestion (Henttu and Hilmola, 2011) or improving seaport inland access (Hanaoka and Regmi, 2011); however, it is a significant component when it comes to improving seaport productivity. Dry port implementation should decrease CO₂ emissions since rail service maximizes tonnage moved per gallon of fuel for shippers, helping them save costs and lower their environmental impact (Henttu and Hilmola, 2011; Roso, 2013), congestion at seaport terminals and seaport city roads should be avoided, and the risk of road accidents reduced (Roso et al, 2009). Apart from the general benefits of the shift from road to rail for the environment, inland ports offer seaports the possibility to increase their throughput without physical expansion at the seaport site (Roso et al, 2009). Furthermore, market-driven Outside-In development of inland intermodal terminals that generates higher level of integration with the seaports (Wilmsmeier et al, 2011) has been seen as very successful and very likely contributes to the viability of rail at short distances (Roso, 2013). The concept of the dry port has gained a lot of attention from researchers around the world who have studied the phenomenon from different perspectives. Many have identified success factors for dry ports for their specific cases. Black et al’s (2013) study on dry port implementation in Asia summarizes the factors that influence dry ports’ implementation and operations and, consequently, their success. However, as a part of intermodal transport solutions the dry port concept has issues with multiple transshipments that might increase costs, reliability and speed (Wiegmans et al, 2007).

3. PORT ATTRIBUTES

To inform our understanding of seaports, dry port activities and their level of implementation, data were collected from five U.S. East Coast Ports: Miami, Everglades, Jacksonville, Savannah and Charleston. These seaports have been chosen geographically, i.e. all five are situated very close to each other on the East Coast and all handle containers, approximately 1 million TEU or more in 2017. Face-to-face semi-structured interviews with seaport managers were conducted since this type of interview allows the interviewees to introduce new issues and the interviewer to follow up on topics more fully (Stuart et al, 2002). The interviewees were given a list of topics and discussion questions in advance. Triangulation with multiple means of data collection was used to ensure validity (Stuart et al, 2002). In addition to face-to-face interviews and site visits at seaports’ terminals, secondary data were obtained from companies’ websites, internal company reports, newspaper articles and presentations. Some additional e-mail correspondence was also conducted to clarify and fill the gaps in the data, as well as to validate the findings from the interviews.

3.1. Port of Miami

The Port of Miami is the US container port closest to the Panama Canal. In the year 2017 it handled 1,024,335 TEU, with imports mostly from Latin America and the Caribbean (Port
The landlord port leases 520 acres to cargo terminal operators: Seaboard Marine, POMTOC and SFCT (ibid). The port handles a wide range of cargo, such as waste, machinery, textiles, apparel, furniture and fruit/vegetables. The port is a point of entry/departure for cargo and relies on its connections with other intermodal facilities, such as the Miami International Airport (MIA), the Florida East Coast Hialeah Intermodal Facility, and the West Dade trade-related, freight forwarding and consolidation warehouses (Port Miami, 2018). At the port, landside access has been improved by the Port of Miami Tunnel that feeds truck traffic directly into the major interstate highway; and the Intermodal and Rail Service reconnection project - the port has on-dock rail (9,000 ft. of tracks on 3 sidings) which links the container terminals to the national rail system that connects the port to 70% of the U.S. population in four days or less (Port Miami, 2016). However, only 10-12% of total container volumes are transported by rail to/from the port. Additional dredging has deepened the port to 50 feet to prepare for Panama Canal opening, but despite the massive dredge project that was completed in 2015, some areas of the port are still not wide enough to accommodate 14,000 TEU vessels, with even vessels of 11,000TEUs struggling (Miami Herald, 2018).

### 3.2. Port of Everglades

The port leases its 500 acres of land area to various private entities providing cargo and cruise services. In 2014, the Port of Everglades broke the one million TEU mark, ranking as one of the leading container ports in the United States and the top port in Florida, serving more than 150 ports and 70 countries (Port Everglades, 2015). The port handled 1,076,912 TEUs in 2017 and kept its position as the first container port in Florida (Port Everglades, 2018). The port is conveniently located just across the international airport that brings additional cargo and cruise passengers, but also limits the stacking of containers for safety reasons. Dredging at Port Everglades has upgraded the channel, turning basin, and berthing while near-dock intermodal container transfer and highway and rail access have improved connectivity. The port has 12 container terminal operators handling fruit, vegetables, automobiles and apparel, mostly to and from Central America, the Caribbean, South America, Europe and even the Far East. Exports and imports are rather balanced, roughly 40 and 60 percent respectively. Florida East Coast Railroad (FEC) has a 42.5-acre near-dock intermodal container transfer facility that transfers international and domestic containers between ships and rail (Port Everglades, 2015), which currently accounts for approx. 10-15% of the total container volumes handled. The Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) should reduce congestion on interstate highways and local roadways and reduce air emissions by diverting an estimated 180,000 trucks from the roads by the year 2027 (ibid).

### 3.3. Port of Jacksonville

The port is a landlord port handling 1 million TEU on a 1,500 acre site, offering worldwide direct cargo service, as well as cruise services in 2017. The port terminals are serviced by three U.S. interstates and the city has 36 daily trains via three railroads: CSX, Norfolk Southern, and Florida East Coast Railway. The port has an equal number of imports and exports, and is the number 1 US port for Puerto Rico (JAXPORT, 2017). There are three cargo/container terminals that handle every type of general and project cargo: Blount Island Marine Terminal, Dames Point Marine Terminal and Talleyrand Terminal. The terminals have near-dock and on-dock rail, however, the on-dock one is not in use due to operational space shortages. The port has an internationally ranked Foreign Trade Zone (No. 64) that streamlines custom clearance (JAXPORT, 2017).

Although the channel is not deep enough to accommodate fully loaded large vessels, it is the widest shipping channel in the Southeast U.S., wide enough for two ships to pass at the same time. Therefore, the port is heavily investing in channel deepening, as well as in port-related infrastructure, such as rail access. The new ICTF at Dames Point serves the port’s Northside terminals and offers the direct transfer of containers between vessels and trains that speeds up the transshipment process and reduces the number of trucks on the roads. Ceres Rail Services will be responsible for managing the day-to-day operations and maintenance of the facility. Rail that connects to CSX’s main line allows for two unit trains each day (one inbound and one outbound), carrying up to 200 containers each. Trucks transport containers to and from the adjacent shipping terminals (JAXPORT, 2017).

### 3.4. Port of Savannah

The port is owned and operated by the Georgia Ports Authority (GPA), which allows for operational flexibility and is, according to the port, the underlying reason for its success. The port has 2 cargo terminals: Garden City Terminal for containers and Ocean Terminal for heavy lift and RoRo. GPA handled a record 4 million TEUs with a rather balanced mix of export and import container traffic. In addition, intermodal rail lift surged to 435,000, which is a 16.1% increase (GPA, 2018).

The Cordele Inland Port (CIP) start-up was a joint collaboration between government, port and the terminal/rail operator, as a part of a bigger development plan to develop inland terminals throughout the State. The port provides commercial, not financial support. CIP through Cordele Intermodal Services offers a direct 200-mile rail route to the Georgia Ports Authority’s Garden City Terminal and expands international markets for regional business. Although no customs clearance or value added services are available at CIP, it offers an efficient option
to an all road drayage to the port of Savannah for their markets in southwest Georgia, southern Alabama, and western Florida. The success of CIP encouraged another project. The Appalachian Regional Port is a joint effort of the State of Georgia, Murray County, CSX and the Georgia Ports Authority. This inland port should provide a powerful new gateway to the Port of Savannah; it is estimated to take 50,000 trucks off Georgia highways, improve container availability and reduce transportation costs for port customers in Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and Kentucky (GPA, 2018).

3.5. Port of Charleston

Publicly owned and operated, the Port of Charleston, South Carolina, handled a record-setting 2.14 million TEUs in 2017 on its two container cargo terminals (SCP, 2018). The Wando Welch Terminal (WWT) has received worldwide recognition for its innovative design. At present, it is the Port’s largest terminal in terms of volume and physical size and frequently accommodates Post-Panamax and Suez-class container vessels. The North Charleston Terminal (NCT) is a modern container handling facility, complete with post-Panamax container cranes, an on-terminal container freight station, and an on-terminal rail yard. In addition to Wando and North Charleston, the Port is constructing a third container terminal (the Hugh K. Leatherman, Senior Terminal) to open in 2021. Columbus Street Terminal (CST) is Charleston's premier combination breakbulk and container terminal. The Port operates a cruise terminal, the Union Pier Terminal, and has an additional bulk/breakbulk terminal, Veteran's Terminal. The Port offers near-dock rail access, coordinates the drayage of containers between its terminals and the two local class-one railroads through a program called RapidRail. Nearly 25% of the total volumes are moved by rail and the port has daily express intermodal rail services through the CSX and Norfolk Southern systems.

Inland Port Greer (IPG) opened in October 2013, extending the Port of Charleston’s inland access by 212 miles to Greer, S.C (WCN, 2013). IPG is owned by the South Carolina Ports Authority (SCPA) and double-stack rail service is provided exclusively by Norfolk Southern, providing shippers with access to more than 95 million consumers within a one-day drive. It acts like a free-trade zone and handles approx. 270,000 TEU. SCPA bought the land in Greer in the 1980s and started to lease the facility to BMW in early 1990s, which established a warehouse there. Since then, the port has the exclusive right to handle their containers. Other customers like Adidas and Michelin also use the facility, however, all customs clearance and inspections are done at the seaport. The inland port has an additional benefit since it gives regional shippers access to empty containers, allowing them to send trucks to Greer to pick up the containers they need to move their goods. The success of this inland port encouraged the port to build a second inland intermodal facility at Dillon, however, there was also demand for the enhanced efficiency of international container movements between the Port of Charleston and the growing markets in South and North Carolina (WCN, 2016b). Inland Port Dillon will open in April 2018.

4. DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION FRAMEWORK AND OBSERVATIONS

The innovation to be studied is the dry port concept with its three critical components operating as one innovation, i.e., (1) on-dock rail, (2) reliable inland connection and (3) a functional intermodal inland facility, operating in coordination with one another, creating the dry port innovation.

With a growing demand for containerized freight transportation, efficient seaport inland access via dry ports is increasingly a necessity. If the attributes of successful innovations are understood, with respect to their influence specifically on dry ports, they can be managed to contribute to the successful implementation of dry ports. The novelty of the research lies in its approach of using the diffusion of innovation attributes, that have been historically proven to impact the adoption rates of innovations, to provide insight into the adoption of the dry port concept. To interpret the information gathered, this paper takes the diffusion of innovation approach to understanding the key influences on the adoption of dry port processes, particularly the processes involved in establishing trifecta of on-dock rail, reliable rail connection and a functional inland intermodal facility. The diffusion of innovation approach has already been successfully used in the supply chain context (Russell and Hoag, 2004) and provides a useful lens for assessing the innovation of the dry port concept. The elements of the diffusion of innovation model used to assess the dry port adoption issue are: (1) relative advantage, (2) trialability, (3) observability, (4) communication channels, (5) homophilious groups, (6) pace of innovation/reinvention, (7) norm, roles and social networks, (8) opinion leaders, (9) compatibility, and (10) infrastructure. Below is a general description of each element, followed by an explanation of how the element informs our understanding of the adoption of dry ports.

The positive or negative impacts of the factors on the adoption of the inland port innovation are considered, based on literature and interviews, from the perspective of the stakeholders involved in the implementation of this innovation.

4.1. Relative Advantage

Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes. The degree of relative advantage may be measured in economic terms, but social-prestige factors, convenience, and satisfaction are
also often important components. Whether an innovation has a great deal of "objective" advantage is less important. What does matter is whether an individual perceives the innovation as advantageous. The greater the perceived relative advantage of an innovation, the more rapid its rate of adoption is going to be (Rogers, 2003). Therefore it represents a comparison between the perceived transaction cost of innovation adoption and the perceived benefit of adoption. The higher this relative advantage is, the faster the adoption Diffuses.

In the case of dry ports, there appears to be a high perceived relative advantage with respect to on-dock rail and a reliable rail connection. However, it is not clear whether all individuals at the studied seaports consider the functional inland facility as key to obtaining the relative advantage of dry ports might offer. The benefits for regional development are clear in the case of CIP which is located in a regional center for agriculture; including production and export of cotton, peanuts, and wood products; which makes those commodities more competitive on the global market, while reducing environmental impact. The inland port concept benefits truckers as well, allowing them to haul more loads over shorter distances, as in the case of CIP for the port of Savannah.

### 4.2. Trialability

Trialability is the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis. An innovation that is trialable is less uncertain for the individual who is considering it for adoption, since it allows learning through doing (Rogers, 2003).

Trialability in the dry port concept is limited because dry ports are a high cost, large infrastructure capital investment. While ports might run pilots on each of the individual initiatives, i.e. on-dock rail, reliable rail connection and functional inland facility, the financial and human resources required to pilot all three are prohibitive. Functional inland facilities are the most straightforward to pilot as many facilities exist. However, a functional inland facility, connected directly to a seaport by rail, is much more capital intensive to pilot. Even so, both the Ports of Savannah and Charleston encouraged by the success of their inland ports, IPG and CIP, have started or encouraged other stakeholders to undertake their second inland port developments in other regions of interest; i.e. they created trialability for expansion. On the other hand, the Ports of Jacksonville, Miami and Everglades view dry ports as too costly to fail and lacking any directly observable success, i.e., trialability, they hesitate to begin implementation.

### 4.3. Observability

Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. The easier it is for individuals to see the results of an innovation, the more likely they are to adopt it. Such visibility stimulates peer discussion of a new idea, as friends and neighbours of an adopter seek innovation-evaluation information (Rogers, 2003).

There is growing opportunity for observability in inland access development due to the growing number of ports seeking the perceived relative advantage of improved inland access. This is closely related to the trialability and cases of Savannah and Charleston ports, which already have experience with their first inland ports, and owing to their success, are planning for second inland ports. The problem with observability is that on-dock rail and reliable rail connections are not easily observable because infrastructure is generally vast on a given continent. For example, on-dock rail at the Los Angeles Long Beach port is not easily observable by a Gulf Coast or East Coast port. The results of an on-dock rail can be observed by establishing the performance metrics after dry port improvements, but there is generally an extended time lapse before this type of information reaches the public. Consequently, while dry ports might be successful in one region, this innovative concept is slow to diffuse to other regions due to lack of observability. The functional inland facility is more observable because there are many functional inland facilities across the nation. Again, we see that although the individual components of the dry port concept are observable, all three components together are not.

### 4.4. Communication Channels

Diffusion is a particular type of communication in which message content exchanged is concerned with a new idea. The essence of the diffusion process is the information exchange through which one individual communicates a new idea to one or several others. At its most elementary, the process involves: (1) an innovation, (2) an individual or other unit of adoption that has knowledge of the innovation or experience with using it, (3) another individual or other unit that does not have knowledge of the innovation, and (4) a communication channel connecting the two units. The conditions under which a source will or will not transmit the innovation to the receiver, and the effect of the transfer depend on the nature of the information exchange relationship between that pair of individuals (Rogers, 2003). Mass media channels are often the most rapid and efficient means of informing an audience of potential adopters about the existence of an innovation, i.e. of creating awareness-knowledge – radio, television, newspapers, internet, social media. Interpersonal channels are more effective in persuading an individual to accept a new idea, especially if the interpersonal channel links two or more individuals who are similar in socioeconomic status, education, or other important ways – face-to-face exchange between two or more individuals (Rogers, 2003). Diffusion investigations show that most individuals do not evaluate an innovation on the basis of scientific studies of their consequences, although such
objective evaluations are not entirely irrelevant, especially to the first individuals who adopt. Instead, most people mainly depend on the subjective evaluation of an innovation conveyed to them by other individuals like themselves, who have previously adopted the innovation. This dependence on the experience of near peers suggests that the heart of the diffusion process consists of the modelling and imitation of network partners who have previously adopted (Rogers, 2003).

Communication channels are a missed opportunity for dry ports. In the current state of the port industry and particularly the dry port industry, there is limited communication about the three components among stakeholders. The lack of information transfer and collaborative decision-making contribute to the lack of diffusion of the dry port innovation. The port, the reliable rail connection and the functional inland facility all typically have separate information systems, separate means of sharing information with their suppliers and customers, and separate approaches to informing the media of their activities and performance. Without communication, it is difficult for others in the industry to understand the new innovation of the trifecta of the dry port concept.

### 4.5. Homophilious Groups

Homophilious Groups refers to homophily, i.e. the degree to which pairs of interacting individuals have certain attributes in common, such as beliefs, education, social status, and the like. In a free-choice situation, when an individual can interact with any one of a number of other individuals, there is a strong tendency for him to select someone who is most like him- or herself (Rogers, 2003).

Because the stakeholders involved in on-dock rail and reliable inland connections are a small network and geographically dispersed, the homophily or interaction with individuals with similar attributes is limited. There tends to be a larger network of stakeholders running functional inland facilities. However, as with several other influencers of innovation diffusion, the network of stakeholders who deal with all three components of the dry port concept is limited.

### 4.6. Pace of Innovation/Reinvention

The time dimension is relevant for diffusion: (1) in the innovation-decision process where an individual goes from first knowledge to an innovation adoption or rejection, (2) in the innovativeness of an individual or other unit of adoption compared with other system members, and (3) in an innovation’s rate of adoption in a system, usually measured as the number of system members who adopt the innovation in a given time period (Rogers, 2003).

The pace of innovation in the trifecta of dry port components is hindered by the immense capital investment, required surface infrastructure improvements and the various agreements between stakeholders required for implementation. Probably the most difficult of these are the agreements between stakeholders, since different stakeholders have different business agendas. For example, the on-dock rail system stakeholders are looking to improve on-dock efficiency and throughput, but are not necessarily interested in the efficiency of the inland rail connection or the inland facility. Without incentive to ensure efficiency beyond the dock, stakeholders in the on-dock rail system can knowingly or unknowingly slow the pace of innovation due to the lack of coordination with the other dry port components.

### 4.7. Norms, Roles & Social Networks

A social system is defined as a set of interrelated units that are engaged in joint problem-solving to accomplish a common goal. Each unit in a social system is distinguishable from other units. All members cooperate at least to the extent of seeking to solve a common problem in order to reach a mutual goal. The sharing of a common objective binds the system together (Rogers, 2003).

Cooperation within the social system and the recognition of the common goal are imperative for the success of the dry port concept. Historically, each component operates in its own silo, passing off freight from one to another. However, the dry port concept requires that these components of on-dock rail, reliable inland connection and functional inland facility view themselves as one flow-through system, coordinating the many logistics activities, including scheduling, routing, security, loading, unloading and many other logistics activities.

### 4.8. Opinion Leaders

Opinion leadership is the degree to which an individual is able to influence other individuals’ attitudes or overt behaviour informally in a desired way with relative frequency. It is a type of informal leadership, rather than a function of the individual’s formal position or status in the system. Opinion leadership is earned and maintained by an individual’s technical competence, social accessibility, and conformity to the system’s norms (Rogers, 2003).

As the dry port concept gains momentum, opinion leaders, like those identified in the U.S. East Coast ports studies, will continue to emerge. As leaders gain traction and spread their influence in the industry, adoption is likely to be positively influenced. Of the three key components of dry ports, opinion leaders wield the most influence in the functional inland facility component, primarily because this is a mature industry. Since on-dock rail and reliable inland connection are much more recent concepts, it will take time for opinion leaders to emerge.
4.9. Compatibility

Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters. An idea that is not compatible with the prevalent values and norms of a social system will not be adopted as rapidly as an innovation that is. The adoption of an incompatible innovation often requires the prior adoption of a new value system (Rogers 2003).

An innovation that is compatible with the existing values or needs of the systems should be rapidly adopted. Since two of the studied ports experience good compatibility of the dry port concept, future inland development plans are expected to be realized faster.

4.10. Infrastructure

Innovation adoption often depends on the presence or absence of some sort of infrastructure. Infrastructures can be hard, such as buildings, or soft like information systems. They enable spatial and temporal innovation diffusion (Rogers 2003).

Port of Jacksonville welcomed a 10100 TEU vessel, the largest containership to ever visit a Florida port, at the TraPac Container Terminal at Dames Point in the summer of 2017. The vessel transited the Suez Canal from Asia before reaching the U.S. East Coast, but not at full capacity due to the 40-foot depth of the channel at port entrance.

Three of the five studied ports have the status of “landlord ports”, which was the main reason behind, e.g. Mitsui O.S.K Lines’ investment in the Port of Jacksonville’s TraPac Dames Point facility - the largest privately owned and operated terminal on the East Coast (TGC, 2017). Landlord ports are able to turn to local, state and/or federal government to deeppen channels to make way for increasingly larger shipping vessels calling at ports, which is a huge advantage over operating ports. However, the successes of operating ports like Savannah and Charleston, are largely the result of embracing a vertically integrated structure - from maritime into inland distribution services, which might result in port regionalization as explained by Notteboom (2006). Furthermore, the model of directional development of intermodal inland ports/dry ports is closely related to the port-operation model, with the Outside-in model more often encountered in operating than landlord ports (Roso, 2013).

The main success factor, given the multiplicity of the agents involved, is to discuss operational agreements within a market-driven development framework in advance. The preconditions are the coordination among various government agencies and the willingness of actors of the transport system to cooperate. And, there must be a railway connecting the seaport with the hinterland to allow container transfer from road to rail.

5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Functional inland access to seaports is an important decision-making factor of seaport development strategies. It is also a significant factor that affects shipping companies’ port choice. A seaport’s natural or immediate hinterland is no longer defined by geographical distance alone, but by competition with other seaports as well, i.e. by the quality of the service at seaport terminals, as well as at their inland facilities (Roso, 2013). In other words, for many seaports, the battle for the sea is won inland via dry ports. The main features of the studied seaports are summarized in Table 1 which shows that operating ports handle two to four times more volume than landlord ports in any given year. We also observed that there are three components of the innovation trifecta present in the operating port business model. While the landlord ports show some elements of the key components of the dry port innovation, we came to the conclusion that landlord ports are not motivated by the same business goals as operating ports. This could be why landlord ports are slower at developing the infrastructure required for successful dry ports and why landlord ports experience the resultant low container volumes.

Operating ports are driven by goals like growth and profit, which compel them to develop infrastructure that will provide ample capacity for increasing container volumes. Landlord ports, on the other hand, are driven by land usage; they appear to lack a common goal with all involved terminal operators, leaving the business goals of growth and profit to be achieved by the individual terminal operators.

In our assessment, dry port innovation is diffusing faster in the operating ports because both the seaport and the dry port are focused on the same goal. In the case of dry ports, there appears to be a high perceived relative advantage with respect to on-dock rail and a reliable rail connection.

The challenge of perceiving and ultimately adopting and utilizing the dry port concept is what makes the diffusion of innovation a useful assessment method. The diffusion of innovation helps us to theoretically understand what drives the adoption of new ideas, processes and products across many industries. Identifying areas that are working well and areas that need to be improved to achieve adoption and reap the benefits of innovations would be useful. The coordination trifecta requirement is what makes influencing the adoption of the dry port concept so difficult, while simultaneously making it a new and innovative approach to managing the growing volumes at seaports. The growth and changing needs of customers can not be successfully handled using old thinking and old processes. The problem must be seen in a new light, and solved accordingly.

In accordance with our first research question, the attributes of innovation diffusion having an impact on dry ports are illustrated in Figure 5.1 and fall into three categories:
stakeholder perceptions, information transfer and challenge to secure facilities. Figure 5.1 shows a theoretical model of the innovation diffusion assessment of the dry port concept. Given the coordination required across infrastructure and organizations to achieve the full dry port concept, individual stakeholders need a mechanism for understanding relative advantage, and experiencing trialability and observability. The information transfer attributes focus on the timing, organization, quality and actors involved in the non-linear communication that must occur to support dry ports. These information transfer attributes include communication channels; norms, roles and social networks; homophilus groups and opinion leaders. The third group provides facilities and includes infrastructure and the pace of innovation/reinvention as it relates to establishing sustainable inland access at seaports, including three crucial components of the dry port concept: (1) on-dock rail, (2) reliable inland connection and (3) a functional inland facility. Each of these components has an eclectic group of stakeholders, many of whom are unknown to one another. The challenge is to create understanding between and motivate all stakeholders, regardless of their position in the inland access system, to realize the relative advantage of the full system i.e. the dry port concept.

As for our second research question, one of the key findings is that communication channels present a challenge across all stakeholders required for the successful adoption and utilization of dry ports. Another key finding is that on-dock rail is a challenge in all information transfer areas: communication channels; norms, roles and social networks; homophilus groups and opinion leaders. According to Wiegmans et al (2007) the costs of innovations related to transshipments in the rail sector are perceived as high, which might be one of the barriers to the successful adoption of the dry port concept since the rail, and inevitable transshipments, are its key components and as such influence relative advantage which is usually measured in economic terms.

These are impactful findings because they allow us to identify areas of focus to facilitate adoption, based on the time tested diffusion of the innovation lens.

Information transfer is another category of adoption attributes that has an impact on the adoption of the dry port concept. In this category, communication channels are a dominant attribute influencing adoption because there are numerous and varied stakeholders across the on-dock rail, inland rail connection and inland facility.

The challenge of ensuring facilities is the third category in our theoretical model shown in Figure 1. This is currently not a significant barrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Miami</th>
<th>Everglades</th>
<th>Jacksonville</th>
<th>Savannah</th>
<th>Charleston</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landlord/operating</td>
<td>Landlord</td>
<td>Landlord</td>
<td>Landlord</td>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>Operating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-dock rail</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Near-dock</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Near-dock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable rail connection</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional inland facility</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumes handled</td>
<td>≈1mil</td>
<td>≈1mil</td>
<td>≈1mil</td>
<td>4 mil</td>
<td>≈2mil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*available but not in use

---

**Table 1.**
Summary of the studied seaports’ attributes.

---

**Figure 1.**
Theoretical Model of Diffusion of Innovation for the Dry Ports Concept.
6. CONCLUSIONS

This research contributes to the knowledge about dry ports by demonstrating that the successful implementation of the dry port concept depends on the coordinated adoption of three key components: (1) on-dock rail, (2) reliable inland rail connection, and (2) functional inland facility. It provides a fresh perspective and compels researchers to look for a new lens through which to view this trifecta of components that make-up the dry port concept. Our assessment, using the time tested diffusion of innovation approach, reveals that one of the key challenge areas in the diffusion of the dry port concept is information transfer among stakeholders. This is understandable and can be managed once understood. For example, understanding that there are no well-developed and utilized communication channels, and that this attribute is key to success, can motivate disparate stakeholder groups to develop and use effective communication channels. These communication channels can complement the formation of homophilious groups where similar beliefs and education can be a cohesive factor helping achieve coordinated operations and successful implementation of the dry port concept.

Further research insights were gained in the area of stakeholder perceptions, revealing that the relative advantage of the dry port concept is not clear to key stakeholders, thus possibly inhibiting adoption. Infrastructure, on the other hand, is clearly an area where the dry port concept demonstrates the attributes for successful implementation with advanced infrastructure available in the key component areas. A look through the innovation diffusion lens also makes clear that, infrastructure or not, if stakeholders cannot see the value, or relative advantage, and do not choose to communicate effectively across organizations, infrastructure will not be used to reap the benefits of the dry port concept. Furthermore, it was observed that the dry port innovation diffuses faster in operating ports because both the seaport and the dry port are focused on the same goal.

From the managerial perspective, this paper offers managers initiatives on which to focus to improve their success in the adoption of the dry port concept. In particular, it reveals that although technological communication tools required for the diffusion of the dry port concept abound, it will take business processes that foster an environment of defined communication channels, communication as a culture, and a network of industry professionals choosing to share information across stakeholders and industry boundaries to insure that the concept takes root and grows.
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